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Exceptional strength to withstand heavy loads and secure substantial objects.

Nexus WebNets from InCord provide a custom,
high-tension netting system, applicable wherever
minimal deflection is required. Cargo netting, rack
guards, conveyor guards, construction debris and
other heavy containment are just a few of the
applications for this intricate and exceptionally
stable netting system.
By utilizing 1” polyester, 2” polypropylene
or 2” nylon web straps and a precision tack
at each web intersection, Nexus WebNets
form a versatile, yet static barrier to protect
or secure objects of extreme weight, mass,
or potential velocity. Equally ideal for large
and small scale needs, Nexus WebNets can
create a removable shield of immobility
for ship decks, flatbed trailers and a wide
variety of large equipment applications
including military.

• Custom mesh sizes including
fractional increments
• UV and water resistant
• State of the art fabrication for
high quality and low lead times
• Numerous hardware options to
suit your application

Nexus Fusion™ no-stitch WebNet
InCord also offers an innovative web net constructed
of 1” polyester webbing, featuring fiber-interwoven
and fused intersections. This technology is exclusive
to InCord and creates a flat and solid web connection
without the need for additional tack.
Nexus Fusion is an optimal solution when critical lead
time, as well as reduced overall net weight are required.
Available in 8” On Center (OC) mesh size.
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An InCord exclusive!

Expert design
and superior
production
capabilities.

Custom-made
in the USA

Custom fabrication and quick turnaround
Slotted webbing
InCord can also provide 1-3/4” nylon web nets in a slotted web
configuration in 4” OC and 8” OC mesh sizes, eliminating the need for
tack at each intersection and reducing both lead time and expense.

1-3/4 inch
Slotted Webbing

Hardware options for any application
A diverse array of net terminations, including web loops, grommets,
snap hooks, steel rings, cam buckles and more, are available to
complete your custom Nexus WebNets and ensure the right fit and
fastening system for your unique application.
These are some of our most popular attachment options:
D-Ring
1-1/4 inch
Nickel Plated Steel

Swivel Snap Hook
3-1/4 inch (1-1/16 inch ID)
Stainless Steel

Wire Lever Snap Hook
3/8 inch x 4 inch
Stainless Steel

Double J Hook
2 inch
Vinyl Coated Steel

Cam Buckle
1 inch, 2 inch
Galvanized Steel

Snap Hook
120mm, 80mm
Zinc Plated Steel

Grommet
7/16 inch ID
Stainless Steel

Ring
2-1/2 inch, 3 inch
Zinc Plated Steel

Custom solutions for unique requirements
InCord is a fully integrated internal design facility that can meet your
specifications and load requirements within a very competitive lead
time. Our engineering team will work with you to best determine
optimal construction and cost effectiveness.
Specific load ratings of any custom Nexus WebNet can be determined
as needed on a consultation basis.
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